
Licensing Act 2003

REPRESENTATION FORM

See NOTES overleaf. Boxes marked * are
mandatory, any forms with these incomplete will be

automatically refused

northdevon
C O U N C I L

*Your full name Russell Geoffrey Dallimore
•Postal address

.
Croyde, N Devon Ex33 1Pd

•Email address
Contact telephone number
•Name of the premises you are
making a representation about

Red Panda Partnership T/A Vintage 21

•Address of the premises you are
making a representation about Vintage 21 Horse Lorry at the back of Blue

Groove Restaurant, 2 Hobbs Hill, Croyde,
Devon EX33 1LZ.

•Which of the four licensing
objectives does your
representation relate to?

Please detail the evidence supporting your
representation. Or the reason for your
representation, use separate sheets if

To prevent crime and disorder Selling alcohol in a car park with nowhere to sit
means you have to walk around the village or
along the pathway to the beach. It is inevitable
that this will lead to disorder and potentially
crime.

Public safety

Serving alcohol in a car park cannot be safe
especially taking into account the size and
location ie small with difficult access. People
queuing for drinks with cars driving in and out
will make this area very dangerous especially
for families returning from the beach who have
to pass the narrow entrance to the car park.



To prevent public nuisance
Playing loud music all afternoon and evening in
a residential area fuelled by alcohol is bound to
be a public nuisance.
The police and environmental have already
been called out because of the noise and litter,
can't believe adding alcohol will help solve the
problem.

To protect children from harm
There are enough pubs in the village for
people to get alcohol without having to walk
around the village or to the beach with drink in
hand.We should make every effort to protect
children from a very poor example of how to
behave!

I fully understand that this Representation will be made available to the applicant
and included in the Sub Committee’s Hearing papers which are publically
accessible documents, and any subsequent appeal court proceedings. See
Signed*: Russ Dallimore
Date*:18/7/2022

This form must be returned within the Statutory Period, which ends on:


